The basic mechanics of augmented-sixth chords are well known and are reprised in Example la. Let us ignore momentarily our knowledge of more complex matters in order to focus afresh on elementary ones, one of which is the resolution of the dissonant interval in contrary motion by diatonic semitone, which is to say that the pitch classes of the resolution have a different letter name and scale degree from those in the dissonance. This behavior is shared by only two other common dissonant harmonic intervals in tonal music: the diminished fifth and the diminished seventh, whose mechanics are shown in Examples lb and c.2 Again, let us ignore 2Many intervals are able to fulfill this condition. For example, the doubly augmented fourth, occasionally found in German-sixth chords when 3b is respelled as 02 for resolution into a major-mode cadential 6chord, resolves by diatonic semitone into a major sixth. One could go even further afield and cite such curiosities as the augmented third (resolves into perfect fifth) and doubly augmented fifth (resolves into major seventh). A study of such interval behavior would, I think, be analytically helpful in twentieth-century musics that rely on stepwise voice leading for some portion of their structural coherence. The music of Hindemith, for example, or of Britten would seem to
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The basic mechanics of augmented-sixth chords are well known and are reprised in Example la. Let us ignore momentarily our knowledge of more complex matters in order to focus afresh on elementary ones, one of which is the resolution of the dissonant interval in contrary motion by diatonic semitone, which is to say that the pitch classes of the resolution have a different letter name and scale degree from those in the dissonance. This behavior is shared by only two other common dissonant harmonic intervals in tonal music: the diminished fifth and the diminished seventh, whose mechanics are shown in Examples lb and c.2 Again, let us ignore 2Many intervals are able to fulfill this condition. For example, the doubly augmented fourth, occasionally found in German-sixth chords when 3b is respelled as 02 for resolution into a major-mode cadential 6chord, resolves by diatonic semitone into a major sixth. One could go even further afield and cite such curiosities as the augmented third (resolves into perfect fifth) and doubly augmented fifth (resolves into major seventh). A study of such interval behavior would, I think, be analytically helpful in twentieth-century musics that rely on stepwise voice leading for some portion of their structural coherence. The music of Hindemith, for example, or of Britten would seem to momentarily knowledge of artful treatments (i.e., elided and other manipulated resolutions), and let us also acknowledge that what has been asserted about the intervals in question is likewise true for the inversions of those intervals, which is to say that the diminished third, the augmented fourth, and the augmented second also resolve in contrary motion by semitone. Whenever I refer to one of these intervals in the following discussion, its inversion is also implicitly referenced. For the sake of convenience, I have chosen the "prime" forms shown in Example 1 (instead of their inversions) because they are met with in the root positions of their characteristic chords: the augmented-sixth interval in all three ethnic varieties of the augmented-sixth chord, the diminished fifth in the major-minor seventh chord, and the diminished seventh in the diminished-seventh chord.3 invite such a study. For present purposes, however, I wish to treat only those intervals that have some recognized role in tonal music, which the augmented third, for example, lacks. 3Many theorists acknowledge problems in ascribing roots to both the diminished-seventh chord and the augmented-sixth chords. For example, in Allen Forte's Tonal Harmony in Concept and Practice (3rd ed. [New York: momentarily knowledge of artful treatments (i.e., elided and other manipulated resolutions), and let us also acknowledge that what has been asserted about the intervals in question is likewise true for the inversions of those intervals, which is to say that the diminished third, the augmented fourth, and the augmented second also resolve in contrary motion by semitone. Whenever I refer to one of these intervals in the following discussion, its inversion is also implicitly referenced. For the sake of convenience, I have chosen the "prime" forms shown in Example 1 (instead of their inversions) because they are met with in the root positions of their characteristic chords: the augmented-sixth interval in all three ethnic varieties of the augmented-sixth chord, the diminished fifth in the major-minor seventh chord, and the diminished seventh in the diminished-seventh chord.3 invite such a study. For present purposes, however, I wish to treat only those intervals that have some recognized role in tonal music, which the augmented third, for example, lacks.
3Many theorists acknowledge problems in ascribing roots to both the diminished-seventh chord and the augmented-sixth chords. For example, in Allen Forte's Tonal Harmony in Concept and Practice (3rd ed. [New York: This point is crucial in understanding the attention many nineteenth-century composers paid to augmented-sixth chords, since one of the principal growth areas in nineteenthcentury harmony was in chords that possessed these powers. The diminished-seventh chord, for example, which contains two diminished fifths and a diminished seventh, is a central sonority in this repertory. Similarly, the VX9, which grafts a VII7 onto a S root, is also a characteristic nineteenth-century chord of considerable harmonic horsepower. About the popularity of the half-diminished seventh and the related V9 little needs to be said. With this kind of interest at work, chords with augmented sixths naturally stood out as ripe for development. Their raw tonal energies were identical to those having diminished fifths and sevenths; yet their potential had been locked up by theorists who, observing the constraints upon augmented-sixth chords in eighteenth-century music, prescribed particular harmonizations, positions, and inversions.4 Unlocking the augmented sixth thus unlocked a rel4The augmented-sixth chord has been the subject of considerable theoretical regulation from the eighteenth century onwards. Rameau had particular troubles with it, being unable to explain its origin by any of his usual methods; it was hence both rootless and uninvertible. He atively untapped source for new effects that relied upon familiar manners of dissonance resolution. Many of these effects will be illustrated in this article.
Another, more speculative, attribute of these three intervals might be of interest to votaries of Moritz Hauptmann's theories; all three resolve to Hauptmann's fundamental tonal spaces: the diminished fifth to the (major) Third, the diminished seventh to the (perfect) Fifth, and the augmented sixth to the Octave.5 Thus, it might be said that the three dissonant intervals deserve their fundamental status by circumscribing, outlining, or otherwise indicating the basic Hauptmannian consonant spaces. This point can be developed further while, at the same time, the augmented sixth can be peeled off from the group so that its distinctive properties can emerge.
It is well known that both the diminished fifth and the diminished seventh circumscribe not mere generic thirds and fifths but thirds and fifths between specific scale degrees within standard tonal systems. That is, the third defined by the diminished fifth in major spans 1 and 5, and the fifth defined by the diminished seventh in harmonic minor spans i and S. This specificity results from the uniqueness 215-18 of the Warner-Bishop translation, Weber delves into the recent history of augmented-sixth lore, taking Marpurg and H. C. Koch to task over their treatments of the chord, condemning Marpurg's refusal to admit it into the "church style," and ridiculing Koch's scruples about allowable inversions. It is these niggling qualms about the chord that "locked it up," as it were, for eighteenth-and nineteenth-century musicians. For the adventurous, locks can always be picked, of course; but abiding by the rules was the only course for the many who wished to work comfortably within the prevailing styles of composition.
5Moritz Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony and Metre, trans. and ed. W. E. Heathcote (London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 1888), 5-8. While it is true that the inversion of the three intervals would resolve to inversions of the fundamental tonal spaces, which in themselves are not fundamental, Hauptmann's conception of interval seems to be more accurately described as one of interval class, since intervallic and chordal inversion has little effect on his discussion (e.g., pp. 50-51). atively untapped source for new effects that relied upon familiar manners of dissonance resolution. Many of these effects will be illustrated in this article.
5Moritz Hauptmann, The Nature of Harmony and Metre, trans. and ed. W. E. Heathcote (London: Swan Sonnenschein and Co., 1888), 5-8. While it is true that the inversion of the three intervals would resolve to inversions of the fundamental tonal spaces, which in themselves are not fundamental, Hauptmann's conception of interval seems to be more accurately described as one of interval class, since intervallic and chordal inversion has little effect on his discussion (e.g., pp. 50-51).
of the intervals in question-what Schenker called their "univalence"6-within the respective scale structures. This univalence gives them a supremely strong position-finding role.7 In other words, because each interval only occurs between a single pair of scale degrees, sounding the interval gives away its location within the given key. Univalence and the resulting position-finding abilities are perhaps the primary reasons why the diminished fifth and diminished seventh rank as fundamental dissonances.
The augmented sixth, on the other hand, is not a creature of a standard scale system; it cannot be found between any scale degrees. It is thus "nonvalent," if you will, and without any inherent position-finding powers. This is the reason why Schenker, among others, cannot discuss the augmented sixth in the same breath as he does the diminished fifth and diminished seventh; he delays discussion of it until the harmonic implications of the standard scale systems have been explored.8 Because of its nonvalence, the augmented sixth has rather different position-finding attributes than its two peers, which are explored in the following discussion.
THE AUGMENTED SIXTH AND ITS POSSIBLE DIATONIC CONTEXTS
We begin by attempting to reconcile the augmented sixth to standard scale systems. Although this attempt will prove to be unsatisfactory in some crucial respects, it is not a useless exercise; we will discover that the augmented sixth is quite flexible and able to operate in surprising contexts. The augmented sixth, on the other hand, is not a creature of a standard scale system; it cannot be found between any scale degrees. It is thus "nonvalent," if you will, and without any inherent position-finding powers. This is the reason why Schenker, among others, cannot discuss the augmented sixth in the same breath as he does the diminished fifth and diminished seventh; he delays discussion of it until the harmonic implications of the standard scale systems have been explored.8 Because of its nonvalence, the augmented sixth has rather different position-finding attributes than its two peers, which are explored in the following discussion.
We begin by attempting to reconcile the augmented sixth to standard scale systems. Although this attempt will prove to be unsatisfactory in some crucial respects, it is not a useless exercise; we will discover that the augmented sixth is quite flexible and able to operate in surprising contexts. The most congenial spots to locate an augmented sixth in a standard scale system appear to be at the semitones. That is, the interval can be force-fit with minimum effort onto a scale system by anchoring one of its semitones to a semitone in the system. Figure 1 illustrates. In the left column are the two diatonic semitones of each mode, presented in scaledegree format and broken down by direction. Every semitone is matched by another in the same row an augmented sixth away. Accidentals attached to a scale degree show if it is raised ($) or lowered (b) a half step compared to the standard form.9
This scheme gives each mode four augmented sixthssurely an overabundant supply. What is more, the possibilities for chords containing augmented sixths are even greater than what Figure 1 suggests. Because the interval of resolution (the octave) is "omnivalent" in all scale systems, the scale degree upon which an augmented sixth resolves can be supported in a variety of harmonic formations. Put another way, the scale degree of resolution could be in most cases either the root, third, or fifth of a chord that contains that scale degree.10 This situation is in marked contrast to, say, that with the diminished seventh, where the interval of resolution-the perfect fifth between 1 and S-is between the root and fifth of a major or minor tonic (or tonicized) triad, or of some other chord type in which the major or minor triad is the most characteristic subset.'l 9They do not, in other words, indicate what accidental is attached to the note inhabiting the scale degree. 06, for example, would be an A# in the key of C major, an Ax in CO major, an Ah in Cb major, etc.
10It is reasonable to stipulate that the scale degree of resolution cannot be a seventh, ninth, etc. of a chord since such members cannot, according to standard teachings, sustain the doubling that augmented-sixth resolution creates.
"I am thinking here particularly of cases such as VII07 of V7, where the VII?7 is expected to tonicize the following chord (and hence create a temporary I and 3). The addition of a minor seventh over the major triad of The most congenial spots to locate an augmented sixth in a standard scale system appear to be at the semitones. That is, the interval can be force-fit with minimum effort onto a scale system by anchoring one of its semitones to a semitone in the system. Figure 1 illustrates. In the left column are the two diatonic semitones of each mode, presented in scaledegree format and broken down by direction. Every semitone is matched by another in the same row an augmented sixth away. Accidentals attached to a scale degree show if it is raised ($) or lowered (b) a half step compared to the standard form.9
"I am thinking here particularly of cases such as VII07 of V7, where the VII?7 is expected to tonicize the following chord (and hence create a temporary I and 3). The addition of a minor seventh over the major triad of ilarly unfettered. Example 2b shows a different, more stricted situation. Standard teaching discourages doubling the leading tone in a dominant-functioned entity, so the resolution of the 8-1 augmented sixth into the third of a V chord is illegitimate, and that into the root of a VII chord, dubious.12 Thus, doubling conventions put a brake on possibilities of resolution.
Although our attention will soon be drawn towards the more familiar structures represented in Figure 1 , it is instructive to entertain some of the unfamiliar ones, even to the point of working out possible progressions. For instance, conilarly unfettered. Example 2b shows a different, more stricted situation. Standard teaching discourages doubling the leading tone in a dominant-functioned entity, so the resolution of the 8-1 augmented sixth into the third of a V chord is illegitimate, and that into the root of a VII chord, dubious.12 Thus, doubling conventions put a brake on possibilities of resolution.
Although our attention will soon be drawn towards the more familiar structures represented in Figure 1 , it is instructive to entertain some of the unfamiliar ones, even to the point of working out possible progressions. For instance, con12The right of VII to behave in a non-dominant way, such as in a descending-fifth sequence, ought to be reserved. The previous discussion is predicated upon the fact that the augmented sixth is not an interval found in a standard scale system, and that, if force-fit into such a system, one of its semitones will involve a chromatically altered scale degree. Figure 1 illustrates this situation perfectly. We can, however, treat the altered scale degrees with more sensitivity if we loosen the strict constraints. For it is clear that, while none of these semitones is native to the major or minor scale in question, some are more frequent and honored guests in the diatonic household than others. In particular, #4-S is an especially important and popular chromatic caller, as it creates tonicizations of and modulations to the dominant key. b 2-i is another friendly visitor, responsible for Neapolitan effects. Some of the others are encountered far less frequently than these. Indeed, b7 in minor (e.g., Gb in A minor) is so rare as to be mere theoretical fiction. All this is by way of saying that while the augmented sixth may not fit easily into the diatonic scale system of a key, it finds more comfortable accommodation in some locations than it does in others.
140ne can try to repudiate these tendencies with compositional rhetoricthat is, by putting these progressions into real musical contexts. Nonetheless, considerable rhetorical effort seems necessary in order successfully to stabilize progressions such as those shown in Example 2a.
The previous discussion is predicated upon the fact that the augmented sixth is not an interval found in a standard scale system, and that, if force-fit into such a system, one of its semitones will involve a chromatically altered scale degree. Figure 1 illustrates this situation perfectly. We can, however, treat the altered scale degrees with more sensitivity if we loosen the strict constraints. For it is clear that, while none of these semitones is native to the major or minor scale in question, some are more frequent and honored guests in the diatonic household than others. In particular, #4-S is an especially important and popular chromatic caller, as it creates tonicizations of and modulations to the dominant key. b 2-i is another friendly visitor, responsible for Neapolitan effects. Some of the others are encountered far less frequently than these. Indeed, b7 in minor (e.g., Gb in A minor) is so rare as to be mere theoretical fiction. All this is by way of saying that while the augmented sixth may not fit easily into the diatonic scale system of a key, it finds more comfortable accommodation in some locations than it does in others.
140ne can try to repudiate these tendencies with compositional rhetoricthat is, by putting these progressions into real musical contexts. Nonetheless, considerable rhetorical effort seems necessary in order successfully to stabilize progressions such as those shown in Example 2a. found the origin of the augmented sixth-in this example, the interval between at and f#.16 But this observation is actually beside the point; the intriguing element here is the stretched key system itself, which Hauptmann conceived as still based in the original C-minor system. For Hauptmann, as long as ab was still in the picture, then C minor was still operative. Were the system right-shifted once again, so that ab were lost and A gained, then the C-minor system would have passed into a G minor-major system. But a single right-shifted system, even though it contains #4, is still under the control of the original tonic.17
Moritz
For a variety of reasons-none germane to the present undertaking-Hauptmann disallowed subdominant shifting in the minor key. Some of his followers, however, ignored this prohibition and explored the consequences nonetheless. Figure 3 , for example, shows Cyrill Kistler's doubly stretched system, which has major-third extensions on both sides.18 In addition to having f# as #4, this system also has db as b2 as a major-third extension towards the subdominant side; both The situation in the Orpheus example is, from a purely statistical standpoint, rather rare-so much so that it seems downright irregular; the idea that augmented-sixth chords progress to dominants and not to tonics is deeply entrenched.22 Yet more than a few theorists have tried to en22For examples of how "exceptional" tonic-resolving cases are discussed and even finessed in current textbooks, see Aldwell and Schachter, Harmony and Voice Leading, 496. The authors state matter-of-factly that such things can happen, but the discussion has none of the depth that marks their introduction to augmented-sixths as "Chromatic Preparation for V" (the topmented sixth it participates in also takes on dominant function. Another example from Liszt's work, the ebb from the last rhetorical climax in the symphonic poem Orpheus (Example 6), is an exemplary illustration. Here, the placement of 7-8 in the bass emphasizes the dominant-to-tonic character of the progression.
The situation in the Orpheus example is, from a purely statistical standpoint, rather rare-so much so that it seems downright irregular; the idea that augmented-sixth chords progress to dominants and not to tonics is deeply entrenched.22 Yet more than a few theorists have tried to en- rules about assigning harmonic meaning to chords skewed interpretations-perhaps unintentionally-towards the ?II7 analysis. Briefly put, in a typical modulatory situation involving root motion by ascending fifth (tonic to dominant, for example) or root motion between relative keys, a ?II7 of some key X would generally be more closely related to the original key than a V7 of some key a fifth higher than X. In concrete terms, consider Example 7 and notice that the tonic of the ?II7 analysis (A minor) is a fifth lower than that of the V7 analysis (E minor). Say now that this chord is encountered in a C-major context. Weber would invariably identify it as a ?II in A minor because that key is more closely related to C than is E minor in Weber's structural topography.26 Conditions under which Weber would analyze an augmentedsixth chord as V7 are rare, in that they involve direct descending-fifth modulatory motion within the tonal space (tonic to subdominant, for example), a comparatively unusual procedure. Hence, because of both modulatory habits in composition and related concepts of tonal topography in theory, the subdominant-functioned augmented-sixth chord prevailed analytically over the dominant-functioned one in Weber's theory. This unequal analytic relationship between the two theoretical equals effectively made the V7 analysis non-normative and unusual.
Looking at this issue from a different perspective, it is remarkable, given the aforementioned modulatory habits of eighteenth-century composition, that a dominant-functioned augmented-sixth chord would even be considered as a theoretical entity given its analytic rarity.27 And since Weber 270ne explanation might be that many early theoretical explanations of augmented-sixth chords connected them to the VII diminished triad, which rules about assigning harmonic meaning to chords skewed interpretations-perhaps unintentionally-towards the ?II7 analysis. Briefly put, in a typical modulatory situation involving root motion by ascending fifth (tonic to dominant, for example) or root motion between relative keys, a ?II7 of some key X would generally be more closely related to the original key than a V7 of some key a fifth higher than X. In concrete terms, consider Example 7 and notice that the tonic of the ?II7 analysis (A minor) is a fifth lower than that of the V7 analysis (E minor). Say now that this chord is encountered in a C-major context. Weber would invariably identify it as a ?II in A minor because that key is more closely related to C than is E minor in Weber's structural topography.26 Conditions under which Weber would analyze an augmentedsixth chord as V7 are rare, in that they involve direct descending-fifth modulatory motion within the tonal space (tonic to subdominant, for example), a comparatively unusual procedure. Hence, because of both modulatory habits in composition and related concepts of tonal topography in theory, the subdominant-functioned augmented-sixth chord prevailed analytically over the dominant-functioned one in Weber's theory. This unequal analytic relationship between the two theoretical equals effectively made the V7 analysis non-normative and unusual.
Looking at this issue from a different perspective, it is remarkable, given the aforementioned modulatory habits of eighteenth-century composition, that a dominant-functioned augmented-sixth chord would even be considered as a theoretical entity given its analytic rarity.27 And since Weber As students are very apt to confuse the names of these three forms of the augmented sixth, the following artificial "aid to memory" may be found useful:--the three forms correspond to the character of the music of the three countries-Italian music is the simplest; and the "Italian sixth" is the simplest form of the chord ... French music is the most piquant, and so is the "French sixth," with the discord between the upper generator, and its seventh . . . Lastly, German music is the richest and fullest in character; and the "German sixth" is richer in its effect than either of the others (203n). As students are very apt to confuse the names of these three forms of the augmented sixth, the following artificial "aid to memory" may be found useful:--the three forms correspond to the character of the music of the three countries-Italian music is the simplest; and the "Italian sixth" is the simplest form of the chord ... French music is the most piquant, and so is the "French sixth," with the discord between the upper generator, and its seventh . . . Lastly, German music is the richest and fullest in character; and the "German sixth" is richer in its effect than either of the others (203n To some extent, it is hard to credit this as a substantial chord since it seems to be a by-product of passing motion against a sustained E-major triad, a hearing encouraged by the emphasis on passing motion in the bass in the previous measures. True, it is not difficult to hear an affinity of the chord in question to a German-sixth, which also has two common tones with its chord of resolution (a cadential 6), a relationship that bolsters the pretensions to independence of the present augmented-sixth. But, whereas the German-sixth is rather constrained to progress to a cadential 6 on account of the well-known parallel-fifth problem, no such impediment looms here, the fifth in the version-c chord being augmented, not perfect. The 6 chord here is thus a choice, not a mandate. This choice contributes to the curious lack of "release" upon resolution of the augmented-sixth to the cadential 6, leading us to question the structural independence of the version-c augmented-sixth vis-a-vis its chord of resolution. Example 8f at first glance seems to have a similar relationship to the French sixth that version c has with the German; that is, the G#t seems to anticipate the third of the dominant to follow, all other notes belonging to the French To some extent, it is hard to credit this as a substantial chord since it seems to be a by-product of passing motion against a sustained E-major triad, a hearing encouraged by the emphasis on passing motion in the bass in the previous measures. True, it is not difficult to hear an affinity of the chord in question to a German-sixth, which also has two common tones with its chord of resolution (a cadential 6), a relationship that bolsters the pretensions to independence of the present augmented-sixth. But, whereas the German-sixth is rather constrained to progress to a cadential 6 on account of the well-known parallel-fifth problem, no such impediment looms here, the fifth in the version-c chord being augmented, not perfect. The 6 chord here is thus a choice, not a mandate. This choice contributes to the curious lack of "release" upon resolution of the augmented-sixth to the cadential 6, leading us to question the structural independence of the version-c augmented-sixth vis-a-vis its chord of resolution.
Example 8f at first glance seems to have a similar relationship to the French sixth that version c has with the German; that is, the G#t seems to anticipate the third of the dominant to follow, all other notes belonging to the French 
But version f has intervallic properties that connect it strongly to the German sixth. Example 10 demonstrates this close relationship, showing that version f is an inversion of a German sixth in terms of its internal intervallic adjacencies.
No other name suggesting itself easily, I dub version f the "dual" German-sixth chord in recognition of its inversional intervallic relationship to the German sixth.
In contrast to version c, the dual German-sixth chord does have compositional existence-in one of the most famous passages in nineteenth-century music, in fact (see Example 11). The "Tristan" chord, marked with the asterisk in the example, is identical to the chord shown in Example lOb, the prototype of the dual German-sixth.32 Although Louis and 32Nota Bene: Having now a theoretically viable rationale for understanding the actual spelling of the Tristan chord, we need no longer enharmonically convert the chord into an F half-diminished seventh chord and then wonder at its "irregular" resolution. Such enharmonic conversions have been necessitated by the domination of the ethnic-sixth chords and the concomitant exclusion of other chord types. Yet, at the heart of the matter, it is as improper to call the Tristan chord a half-diminished seventh chord as it is to call a German sixth a dominant-seventh chord; its spelling indicates its functional meaning in the same way that the German-sixth spelling does.
sixth. But version f has intervallic properties that connect it strongly to the German sixth. Example 10 demonstrates this close relationship, showing that version f is an inversion of a German sixth in terms of its internal intervallic adjacencies.
Thuille mention the Tristan chord in connection with version f, they nonetheless wave off this interpretation-partly because of the habit typical of the time to hear the A as structural and the GI$ as passing, but also because they find that version f, by virtue of its two common tones with the dominant (B and GO), is more easily heard as a dominant sonority with two auxiliary tones surrounding the root (F and DO).33 They thus want to hear version f more as an enhanced dominant than as an augmented sixth; since they hear the Tristan chord as subdominant-functioned, they cannot rationalize an explanation that involves the G$ as the chordal tone.
It is true that a textbook resolution of the Tristan chord would involve maintaining the common tones Gl and B, and that such a resolution would support Louis and Thuille's contention that the chord is an enhanced dominant. But Wagner's solution is pointedly to disobey the "Law of the Shortest Way" in order to enhance the tension and release from the 33The presence of two tones in common with the chord of resolution is the same reason it is difficult to hear the augmented-sixth chord leading to the cadential 6 in the Verdi excerpt (Example 9) as a freestanding harmonic structure.
It is true that a textbook resolution of the Tristan chord would involve maintaining the common tones Gl and B, and that such a resolution would support Louis and Thuille's contention that the chord is an enhanced dominant. But Wagner's solution is pointedly to disobey the "Law of the Shortest Way" in order to enhance the tension and release from the 33The presence of two tones in common with the chord of resolution is the same reason it is difficult to hear the augmented-sixth chord leading to the cadential 6 in the Verdi excerpt (Example 9) as a freestanding harmonic structure. (Figure 5 offers the text and translation of the poem.) In the first, leaves fall and the heart sinks; then a journey to the south (below) is likened with one to the grave (six feet under, presumably). In the second verse, fog enshrouds the sun and the heart, and existence itself is described as deeply withdrawn. Moreover, the language the poet uses seems overly terse, as if language itself were repressed and enshrouded. The first sentence of text-all of two iambic feet-is remarkable in its sonic economy: Ernst ist der Herbst. The situation eases considerably in the third verse, as discussed shortly, but the overall impression of the first two is one of a laconic solemnity that threatens to lapse into an impassive silence -as if the poet were one with the soundless bards journeying to the south. Downward tendencies are also quite evident in the melody-notably, in the diminished-third unfolding in the soprano that begins every half verse. Other conspicuous examples are the soprano line in mm. 3-8, which, although broken by an upward octave transfer at the end of m. 6, is nonetheless preoccupied (obsessed, even) with descent and decline. The beginning of the second half-verse in mm. 10-13 seems to promise some alleviation from the downward spiral. Yet the hopeful ascent in these measures seems only to have the attainment of Eb 5 in mind since the melody begins thereafter another deliberate descent to Ft4, traversing the same space as was covered in mm. 7-8.40
Definition of the "dual" German
What role, then, does the augmented-sixth chord play in this story of autumnal depression? It seems to be at once both a symptom and a cure, a paradoxical and intriguing status that 40Another important musical aspect of constriction and obsession is the constant alto and tenor motion in parallel thirds. These voices thus have no freedom of action on their own; they move in lockstep, each is unable to break free from the constraining power of the other. sense of constriction and suppression in the poem. In the text, images of "under," "below," and "beneath" are constantly displayed in the first two verses. (Figure 5 offers the text and translation of the poem.) In the first, leaves fall and the heart sinks; then a journey to the south (below) is likened with one to the grave (six feet under, presumably). In the second verse, fog enshrouds the sun and the heart, and existence itself is described as deeply withdrawn. Moreover, the language the poet uses seems overly terse, as if language itself were repressed and enshrouded. The first sentence of text-all of two iambic feet-is remarkable in its sonic economy: Ernst ist der Herbst. The situation eases considerably in the third verse, as discussed shortly, but the overall impression of the first two is one of a laconic solemnity that threatens to lapse into an impassive silence -as if the poet were one with the soundless bards journeying to the south. Downward tendencies are also quite evident in the melody-notably, in the diminished-third unfolding in the soprano that begins every half verse. Other conspicuous examples are the soprano line in mm. 3-8, which, although broken by an upward octave transfer at the end of m. 6, is nonetheless preoccupied (obsessed, even) with descent and decline. The beginning of the second half-verse in mm. 10-13 seems to promise some alleviation from the downward spiral. Yet the hopeful ascent in these measures seems only to have the attainment of Eb 5 in mind since the melody begins thereafter another deliberate descent to Ft4, traversing the same space as was covered in mm. 7-8. 40 What role, then, does the augmented-sixth chord play in this story of autumnal depression? It seems to be at once both a symptom and a cure, a paradoxical and intriguing status that 40Another important musical aspect of constriction and obsession is the constant alto and tenor motion in parallel thirds. These voices thus have no freedom of action on their own; they move in lockstep, each is unable to break free from the constraining power of the other. explains the attention bestowed upon it. Yes, the sonority pervades the piece-symbolizing the reduced expressive circumstances the poet finds himself in. But the treatment of the sonority, as already suggested, hardly agrees with such reduction. Indeed, Brahms explores all manner of possible resolutions and treatments in seeming attempts to uncover and unblock, to find ways out of the constant downward pressures. The fact that the German-sixth chord is given its unusual horizontal array in m. 1 is the first telling clue. But other illustrations abound. Clearly, the V7 of the Neapolitan in m. 5 is an attempt, via the usual enharmonic trickery, to find one way out. Ironically, this attempt abets and enables continued downward motion; this method, needless to say, is not repeated in the remainder of the verse.
explains the attention bestowed upon it. Yes, the sonority pervades the piece-symbolizing the reduced expressive circumstances the poet finds himself in. But the treatment of the sonority, as already suggested, hardly agrees with such reduction. Indeed, Brahms explores all manner of possible resolutions and treatments in seeming attempts to uncover and unblock, to find ways out of the constant downward pressures. The fact that the German-sixth chord is given its unusual horizontal array in m. 1 is the first telling clue. But other illustrations abound. Clearly, the V7 of the Neapolitan in m. 5 is an attempt, via the usual enharmonic trickery, to find one way out. Ironically, this attempt abets and enables continued downward motion; this method, needless to say, is not repeated in the remainder of the verse.
Measure 10 finds another treatment of an augmented-sixth chord. Again, as in mm. 1 and 5, the same pitch material (in both register and voicing) is reassembled, but the augmented sixth between Al3 and F#4 now resolves into the third of an E -major triad, thus placing the interval between scale degrees 4 and #2 in Eb major. As Example 17 suggests, the functional type here is plagal. The entrance of Eb major seems to augur well for a solution to the persistent downward push, since both soprano and bass lines are able to rise gently in its atmosphere.41 As already noted, however, once the soprano reaches Eb 5 in m. 14, the text takes a decidedly more Measure 10 finds another treatment of an augmented-sixth chord. Again, as in mm. 1 and 5, the same pitch material (in both register and voicing) is reassembled, but the augmented sixth between Al3 and F#4 now resolves into the third of an E -major triad, thus placing the interval between scale degrees 4 and #2 in Eb major. As Example 17 suggests, the functional type here is plagal. The entrance of Eb major seems to augur well for a solution to the persistent downward push, since both soprano and bass lines are able to rise gently in its atmosphere.41 As already noted, however, once the soprano reaches Eb 5 in m. 14, the text takes a decidedly more depressing turn, forcing the soprano to plod downwards yet again, the bass following reluctantly after. Evidently, the plagal therapy provided only temporary relief. The harmonic goal of the descent in m. 17 is the same German 4 sonority met with in m. 1, and the last three pitches of the descent (Ab, G, F#) reprise the opening pitches of m. 1.42 Furthermore, the soprano in these mm. 14-17 pointedly 42I have already remarked above on the similarities between the soprano descents in mm. 7-8 and 14-17; i.e., they traverse the same space between Eb5 and F#4. But they also share the Ab,-G-F# motive introduced in m. 1, although in mm. 7-8 it is slightly obscured by surface elaboration. The desire to reuse this melodic idea (or the compositional need to restrict vocabulary) thus explains the Neapolitan-sixth in G minor found at the end of m. 7; this chord accommodates Ab as b2. This particular situation prompts additional theorizing about the Neapolitan sixth as manifesting augmented-sixth energies, which I will but briefly sketch. The enharmonic relationship of augmented-sixth chord and V7 of the Neapolitan already places them into a special relationship, but the fact that, in normal resolution, b6 supported by a Neapolitan traverses a diminished third to p7 links the two more sugges- depressing turn, forcing the soprano to plod downwards yet again, the bass following reluctantly after. Evidently, the plagal therapy provided only temporary relief. The harmonic goal of the descent in m. 17 is the same German 4 sonority met with in m. 1, and the last three pitches of the descent (Ab, G, F#) reprise the opening pitches of m. 1.42 Furthermore, the soprano in these mm. 14-17 pointedly 42I have already remarked above on the similarities between the soprano descents in mm. 7-8 and 14-17; i.e., they traverse the same space between Eb5 and F#4. But they also share the Ab,-G-F# motive introduced in m. 1, although in mm. 7-8 it is slightly obscured by surface elaboration. The desire to reuse this melodic idea (or the compositional need to restrict vocabulary) thus explains the Neapolitan-sixth in G minor found at the end of m. 7; this chord accommodates Ab as b2. This particular situation prompts additional theorizing about the Neapolitan sixth as manifesting augmented-sixth energies, which I will but briefly sketch. The enharmonic relationship of augmented-sixth chord and V7 of the Neapolitan already places them into a special relationship, but the fact that, in normal resolution, b6 supported by a Neapolitan traverses a diminished third to p7 links the two more suggesSolemn is the Autumn. And when the leaves fall sinks also the heart to troubled woe. Still is the meadow, and towards the south journey the bards in silence, as if to the grave.
Pale is the day, and colorless fog enshrouds both sun and hearts. Early comes the night: for all Powers celebrate and deeply withdrawn rests the being.
Soft becomes the man. He sees the sun sink; he foresees the end of life and of the year. Moist becomes the eye, yet in the tear-sparkle gushes the heart's most blessed outpouring.
stresses members of the augmented-sixth chord at each downbeat, as Example 18 indicates with a beam. The return of these opening, pre-dominant augmented-sixth concerns reinforces the sense of constriction and expressive repression at work in the song. An apparently slight difference between the ending of the first and second verses makes for a profound difference in one's evaluation of this constriction. In the first verse at m. 17, Brahms repeats the closing phrase of the poem, "wie nach dem Grab," setting "wie" to a standard German-sixth chord and thereby normalizing the approach to the cadential 6. In the second verse, however, the closing phrase, "ruht das Sein," contains one less syllable, and brahms consequently omits the German-sixth. The German 4 thus progresses directly to the cadential 6 just as it did in mm. 1-2. The conclusion of the second verse thus makes its affinity to the opening more explicit and pronounced, its message of constriction and repression more plaintive, and its final empty fifth more desolate. The third verse is quite different from the first two. Attention is drawn away from the observed world and towards an observing person. Then, the source of the pervasive melancholy is identified and acknowledged (identification of Autumn with Death). And, finally, this acknowledgment permits the poet at last to escape the constriction of the first two verses, symbolized by gushing outpouring from the previously enshrouded heart. The crucial musical difference between the third and the first two verses is mode. It seems trite to point to a change from minor to major as symbolizing a change in emotional climate for the better, but there is no doubt that the stereotype holds true in this case. Sein," contains one less syllable, and brahms consequently omits the German-sixth. The German 4 thus progresses directly to the cadential 6 just as it did in mm. 1-2. The conclusion of the second verse thus makes its affinity to the opening more explicit and pronounced, its message of constriction and repression more plaintive, and its final empty fifth more desolate. The third verse is quite different from the first two. Attention is drawn away from the observed world and towards an observing person. Then, the source of the pervasive melancholy is identified and acknowledged (identification of Autumn with Death). And, finally, this acknowledgment permits the poet at last to escape the constriction of the first two verses, symbolized by gushing outpouring from the previously enshrouded heart. The crucial musical difference between the third and the first two verses is mode. It seems trite to point to a change from minor to major as symbolizing a change in emotional climate for the better, but there is no doubt that the stereotype holds true in this case. What effect does this change have on the augmented-sixth chord obsession? Initially, only a slight one, as the verse begins with the familiar diminishedthird unfolding and pre-dominant German-4-to-cadential-6 resolution. The mode shift is signaled subtly by having the passing soprano G4 in m. 20 harmonized by a C-major triad and then by resolution to a major cadential 6 in m. 21, after which C major blossoms freely.
At the moment of acknowledgement-the presentment of Death that Autumn has caused-the obsession with the augmented-sixth chord becomes extreme; mm. 24-26 contain a sequence emphasizing pre-dominant German-sixth chords. Had this augmented-sixth supersaturation occurred in the first two verses, its significance would have been truly sinister; in the less depressing atmosphere of the C-major third verse, however, this sequence-while still disturbing-seems less threatening. For one thing, the sequence rises, and, moreover, occurs at a point where the first two verses were forced into continued downward motion. For another, the augmented-sixth chord in m. 24 is, from a pitch standpoint, a new entity. Whereas previous augmented sixths in the piece were formed between Ab and Ft, that in m. 24 is between Bb and Gt.
The enharmonic equivalence of G# and Ab is something to note here. In the first two verses, a melodic Ab is, with one exception, always obliged to drop to G. This is so even when an augmented-sixth chord is not involved, as in m. 4. The transformation of Ab into G# in the third verse, however, entails a change of directional attribute; G# and its rising tendency encapsulate the breaking-through that the third verse is about.
Significantly, the beginning of the second part of the verse in m. 30, while still structured around the melodic diminishedthird motive, now has that motive traversing the new Bbl-G# space. As in the previous verses, the final chord of the motive involves a harmonic augmented-sixth interval, this time between the tenor and soprano. Yet a change in functional attribute is quite significant here; for the first time in the song, the authentic functional type is heard, as Example 19 illustrates. Here accrues one of the benefits of a reconstituted augmented-sixth category, since the chord in question would otherwise be analyzed not as an augmented-sixth but as a V 7 and then by resolution to a major cadential 6 in m. 21, after which C major blossoms freely.
Significantly, the beginning of the second part of the verse in m. 30, while still structured around the melodic diminishedthird motive, now has that motive traversing the new Bbl-G# space. As in the previous verses, the final chord of the motive involves a harmonic augmented-sixth interval, this time between the tenor and soprano. Yet a change in functional attribute is quite significant here; for the first time in the song, the authentic functional type is heard, as Example 19 illustrates. Here accrues one of the benefits of a reconstituted augmented-sixth category, since the chord in question would otherwise be analyzed not as an augmented-sixth but as a V 7 other treatments, we lose theoretically and analyticallytheoretically, because we succumb to the temptation to circle the wagons of tonal theory in the hopes of closing the system and, as a result, leave non-privileged structures and procedures exposed and unprotected; and analytically, because we are unable to fashion tools and instruments for dealing adequately with compositions whose contents leave them outside the circle. It is a truism that tonal theory lacks the rigor and welldefined structure of, say, pitch-class set theory. Certainly, instincts towards making tonal theory more consistent and rational ought to be honored, if for no other reason than successful pedagogy requires it. But these instincts conflict other treatments, we lose theoretically and analyticallytheoretically, because we succumb to the temptation to circle the wagons of tonal theory in the hopes of closing the system and, as a result, leave non-privileged structures and procedures exposed and unprotected; and analytically, because we are unable to fashion tools and instruments for dealing adequately with compositions whose contents leave them outside the circle.
It is a truism that tonal theory lacks the rigor and welldefined structure of, say, pitch-class set theory. Certainly, instincts towards making tonal theory more consistent and rational ought to be honored, if for no other reason than successful pedagogy requires it. But these instincts conflict with others that desire flexibility and play, which allow theorizing about tonal music to be an artistically creative act, as Schenker and others have demonstrated. This supplement to the theory of augmented-sixth chords is intended to restore more play into a small component of tonal theory without, it is hoped, sacrificing its integrity. This goal perhaps still involves circling the wagons; but if the area encompassed be large enough, there will still be enough room for both standard and nonstandard augmented-sixth chords to run happy and free.
ABSTRACT
Traditional tonal theory, in its emphasis on the three ethnic varieties of augmented-sixth chord, proves inefficient in handling other types of augmented-sixth chords frequently found in late nineteenthcentury music. The paper reconstructs the theory supporting augmented-sixth chords along more general lines so that unusual treatments can be more adequately explained and analyzed. Some support in this reconstruction is given by nineteenth-century theorists such as Gottfried Weber and Rudolf Louis and Ludwig Thuille. Excerpts from the works of Liszt, Wagner, Richard Strauss, Franck, Schoenberg, and Verdi illustrate some of these unusual treatments. The paper also analyzes Brahms's part song "Im Herbst," op. 104 no. 5, in which unusual treatments of augmented-sixth chords abound.
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